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The third largest financial centre in the world, Hong Kong,
though lags behind New York and London in introducing commercial paper
into the financial market, was able to achieve a substantial degree of
market awareness since the Mass Transit Railway Corporation had its
first issue in 1978. Several companies that have good credit stand-
ing cautiously followed the move and issued their commercial papers.
In seven years' time, there were already twelve issues, making the
total amount issued to about HK$4 billion.
As the syndication centre of the Asia-Pacific region, Hong
Kong has the potential of being a trading and syndication centre
for the U.S. dollar denominated commercial papers also.
This research paper includes not only a general discussion
of what commercial paper is but also how such facility is being
arranged and traded in the financial market in Hong Kong. After
a survey of the active banks' opinions on the prospect and future
growth of the market, this paper highlighted reasons why the bankers,
the issuers and the end-purchasers chose this financial instrument.
An assessment of the environmental and situational factors that
would affect the development of the market would also be included.
Although there is ambiguity in the legislations governing
the commercial paper trading activities and a lot of potential issuers
have not yet realized the benefits of this insttument, the comm-
ercial paper market still has a bright outlook and it is generally
believed that the commercial paper will be widely used as a new
financing and investment mean.
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The Evolution of Commercial Paper Market
in Hong Kong
In the past two years, the slackened loan demand from
business sectors for large projects and a series of loan defaults
and bankrupticies of the borrowers led to the introduction of
several liquid instruments. Commercial paper was one of the
financial instruments which attracted attention. Starting from
1978 onwards and up till now, there were twelve issues, making the
total amount issued to HK$4 billion. A list of the commercial paper
issues since 1978 is attached as Appendix 1.
Commercial paper is in fact an unsecured obligation eviden-
ced by a bill of exchange or promissory note offered by a well-known
corporation to the public to raise short-term funds. Its unsecured
and public nature attracts the government's attention because any
failure of payment or fraud will harm the public and hurt the image
of Hong Kong as the world's third largest financial centre. Hence,
the government established a committee in December 1983 which was
composed of three persons: the Commissioner of Securities, the
Banking Commissioner (Mr. Robert Fell) and a representative from
the Monetary Affairs Branch. This committee was responsible for
finding out whether there was sufficient protection for investors.
2Another contentious issue was whether the issue of
commercial paper might contravene the Deposit-Taking Companies
Ordinance and whether a specific exemption granted by the Financial
Secretary was needed. Section Six of the ordinance states: No
business of taking deposits shall be carried on except by a company
which is:
(a) a Registered Deposit-Taking Company or
(b) a Licensed Deposit-Taking Company.
Yet in December 1984 the Monetary Affairs Branch and the
Attorney-General's office finally gave a green light to such an
issue- companies now can go ahead with their issues without seeking
specific permission from the Financial Secretary.
The recent successful issues of Hong Kong Dollar commercial
paper have attracted many Australian companies to come to Hong Kong
to syndicate (Note 1) their foreign currency commercial paper issues
Whether this will promote the Hong Kong Dollar commercial paper
market remains to be seen.
At present, the primary and secondary markets are still at
the developing stage. Do they have the potential to develop and
grow further? Will the commercial banks in Hong Kong object to
such growth because of 'disintermediation'?
The above issues are the major topics of this research
project.
Definition
The term 'Commercial Paper' is generally used to describe
bills of exchange (Note 2) or promissory notes issued and sold by
business corporations either at a discount or with interest for the
purpose of obtaining short-term funds. They are normally 30 to 270
days obligations. The notes are generally unsecured. In other words,
3the issuer of commercial paper promises to pay the buyer a fixed
amount on some future date but pledges no asset, only his liquidity
and established earning power, to guarantee that he will make good
on that promise.
If a bill of exchange is used, it can be drawn with or
without recourse depending on whether the issuer's credit alone
can support the placement. If the facility is drawn with recourse,
the other drawer will assume secondary liability on the facility.
Commercial paper can also be devised as a way for medium-
term borrowers to benefit from cheaper short-term rates. The borrow-
er issues the notes at intervals according to its needs. An agent
helps to sell the paper either into the market at fine rates (rates
higher than the commercial paper rates) or to a syndicate of under-
writing (Note 3) banks at a fixed maximum yield. The issuer can
issue new notes to repay the old notes throughout the life of the
facility. This may be termed as a note issuance facility (NIF) or
a revolving underwriting facility (RUF). In either case, the
borrower is assured of the money he needs, knowing his maximum cost
of funds but borrowing more cheaply from the market.
objectives
The commercial paper market in Hong Kong is chosen as the
subject of this study because, though Hong Kong is the world's
third largest financial centre, its level of complexity and
sophistication still lags behind that of New York and London.
Taking commercial paper as an example, not until 1978 did
Hong Kong have its first issue. Some people hold the view that the
With such arrangement, the other drawer of the securities
documents agrees to repurchase the instrument if the issuer defaults.
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stagnated growth of the commercial paper market is because of the
lack of secondary market which obstructs its development, while some
think that it is because the banks in Hong Kong dislike such 'dis-
intedmediation' activities and do not support its development.
The study may enable us to gain a better understanding of the
market and particularly of the following:
(1) the environmental or situational factors which are needed for
facilitating the growth of the market;
(2) the infrastructure and machinery of the market;
(3) bankers' opinions about the operation of the market;
(4) the prospects for the market.
It is hoped that this study will highlight factors that are
instrumental in the development of the market. Finally, since the
study of the commercial paper market in Hong Kong has never been made
by previous MBA students, I hope that this exploratory study will
motivate subsequent students to continue the research in this field
and update my results.
Scope of Study
The period covered by this study will be from the first
commercial paper issue.in Hong Kong in 1978 up till March 1985.
All of the Hong Kong Dollar commercial paper issued within this




The data for the study were collected through:
(1) study of books and relevant banking literature to extract both





(2) study of brochures/information memorandum in relation to the
commercial paper'issues
(3) in-depth interviews with bankers active in the commercial paper
market in Hong Kong.
Sampling Techniques
Fifteen active banks were chosen based on the frequency of
their participation in the commercial paper issues in Hong Kong.
This information was readily obtained from the brochures or infor-
mation memorandum. Thirteen out of the fifteen selected banks
graciously offered me interviews. I could not make contact with the
other two only because their responsible executives were away on
trips and, owing to the time constraint, I had to forego the chance
of meeting with them. Appendix 2 gives a list of my interviewees.
During the interviews, questions and discussions were mainly
classified into three sections consisting of:
(i) primary market
6(ii) secondary market
(iii) prospect and future growth of the market
Please refer to Appendix 3 for a listing of the questions
asked.
Limitations
Originally, I planned to collect not only opinions from the
banking sector, but also those of the government and the large non-
financial corporations (issuer or potential issuers). However, time
constraints prevented me from doing a more comprehensive study.
Professor Espy and I hope that other students will explore these
parties' opinions and thus provide us with a more complete picture
of the commercial paper market in Hong Kong.
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OPERATING PROCEDURES
There are two methods available for borrowers to employ in
issuing commercial paper. They are the underwriting syndicate
(committed) and the tender panel method (uncommitted).
Underwriting Syndicate
The borrower will give a mandate to a lead managing bank by
which the bank is authorized to raise funds in the name of the borrow-
er. This mandate is granted to the Lead Manager who assumes the
responsibility of forming a syndicate which will consist of Managers
or Co-managers who will enter into an agreement with the borrower
that each one of them will get a pro rata allocation whenever the
commercial papers issued under the agreement* are offered to purchasers.
Such an underwriting agreement resembles a standard loan agreement
to lend money to the borrower. After the formation of the syndicate
and the signing of the relevant document, the Lead Manager is said
to have fulfilled its role. But in practice, the Lead Manager will
also act as the agent between the issuer and the underwriting
syndicate and will continue to be involved in the transaction.
*Such agreement is sometimes referred to as the Facility
Agreement. This in fact is an agreement by which banks undertake
to underwrite the issue.
8Delivery and Payment
The Managers will appoint an agent bank (usually the
Lead Manager) which will be held responsible for custody of the
instrument. The agent bank will recognize the Managers as the
only ones that have the right or interest in respect of the instru-
ment. If a Manager sold his holdings to a third party, the benefit
of safe custody arrangement can be extended free of charge to that
third party. The holder who so wishes may take physical delivery
of the instrument he has purchased and in certain circumstances may
be required to do so by the Managers.
On maturity, holders who have not required physical
delivery of their holdings will obtain payment through the Managers
who have arranged for such instrument to be held on their behalf.
Holders who have taken physical possession of the instrument
must present them to the agent bank at maturity in order to receive
cash payment.
Cost
In general, Hong Kong Dollar commercial paper is issued on
a discount basis, that is, the purchasers will only have to pay an
amount equal to the face value of the commercial paper less the
appropriate discount *, whereas on maturity, the purchaser will
receive the full amount of the nominal value. The difference
*The formula for calculating the discount (D) and the
tendered amount (TA) is:
where FV is the face value of the paper
R is HIBOR+/- tendered margin
d is the number of days of the
tenor of the paper
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represents the interest element.
This interest element is usually quoted in terms of HIBOR+
a margin( HIBOR is the Hong Kong Interbank Offered Rate which is
the benchmark rate for interbank borrowings or syndicated loans).
Usually HIBOR, in connection with the commercial paper issues, is
determined by the average of the offered rates quoted by three or
more designated reference banks at or about 11:00 a.m. on the day
of issue.
In addition to the on-going interest expenses (discounts),
the issuer will have to pay Frontend Fees (may also be called
Facility Fees, Management Fee or Placement Fee) to the Managers
which is usually computed on a fixed percentage on the total
facility amount. For instance, if the facility amounts to
$500 million and the facility fee is 1/8%, the fee payable by
the issuer is $625,000 even though the issuer may not be issuing
the full amount. The fee is usually paid on the day of signing
the relevant agreement or prior to the issuance of any commercial
paper.
In essence, the cost of issuing commercial paper for an
issuer includes the following:
(1) The underwriting fee, which is payable annually and is
calculated as a certain percentage on the facility amount.
(For instance, the fee may range from 1/8% to 1/4% depending




(5) Security document (commercial paper) printing costs, and




A group of banks or investment banks are invited to tender
for paper on each issue. The tender panel usually includes all
the active financial institutions invited by the Facility Agent.
The Facility Agent is a merchant bank acting on behalf of the
issuer. Only tenders at the lowest interest rate (i.e. highest
amount tendered) can win paper, the rest go empty-handed.
Tender Procedure - A Typical Euronote Issuance
Description Time Tender member's action Agent bank's action
Invitation 12:00 noon By telex advising
5 business (a) issue date
days prior (b) maturity date
to any issue (c) total amount of
date issue
Submission of 9:00 a.m. (1) submit tender by Receiving tenders
2 business telex (in the form
as Appendix 4) spec-days prior
to the issue ifying:
date (a) aggregate face
amount tendered







Description Time Tender member's action Agent bank's action




Advising amount ofAward of 2:00 p.m.
whose tenders were2 business daystenders
accepted and theprior to the
issue date subscription price
payable by success-
ful bidders not later
than 10:00 a.m. on
the issue date
10:00 a.m. of Make payable to thePayment
the issue date Agent's account
Through the issuing2:00 p.m. onDelivery of
agent, deliver paperthe issue date
in accordance with
bidders' instruction
or, the papers will
be delivered to the
Euroclear System or
Cedel S.A.
By this way, the borrower can enjoy the lowest possible
interest rate and the tender panel members can earn the spread
through placing the papers to the ultimate investors.
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Delivery and Payment
The custody and payment of the instrument will be the
same as described in the Delivery and Payment section of the
Underwriting Syndicate method.
Cost
The cost element borne by the issuers in this case will
be the same as listed in the Cost section of the Underwriting
Syndicate method.
General Market Practice
The above two methods of placing the commercial papers
under the revolving underwriting facility each has its own
strengths and weaknesses.
For the underwriting syndicate method, it provides such
underwriter with the certainty of allotment, so that they can
make firm offers to their clients. The underwriting bank can
earn selling commissions. The great disadvantage is that a good
vendor of short term paper, with access to a wide range of low-
yield investors, is not necessarily a good medium-term credit
risk. Another drawback is that the underwriting banks may compete
among themselves for the same investors. This would drive up the
yields and lower the profitability of the placement.
On the other hand, using the tender panel techniques, the
issuer should benefit by sharing in yield savings. The cost of
usage fluctuates according to the best rates tendered, and
through competitive bidding, the borrower may enjoy the lowest
current market interest rate. The drawback is that no one house
assumes the responsibility or accountability to the issuer for the
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successful placement of the paper at low yield levels. This may
be a serious problem during difficult market conditions because
the availability of funds is not guaranteed as there may be no
buyer. Moreover, bidders cannot make firm commitments to their
clients since they are never sure they will get the paper.
Borrowers may issue at the lowest average price, but overall bids
tend to rise to absorb the uncertainty of firm sales to clients.
Hence, a compromise of both - having an underwriting
syndicate as well as a tender panel is now often used. The
borrower is guaranteed the availability of the required funds




There are a number of ordinances which affect the
issuance or purchase of commercial paper in Hong Kong:
(a) Stamp Ordinance
No duty will be charged on the issuance or transfer of
bills of exchange and promissory notes, whether in registered
or bearer form.
(b) Protection of Investors Ordinance
This ordinance requires that any investment invitations
in respect of securities as well as property have to obtain
consent of the Securities Commissioner unless they are
sufficiently restricted as not to be made to the public.
Although bills of exchange and promissory notes (comm-
ercial paper) are expressly excluded from being securities
in the Securities Ordinance, it is questionable whether
commercial papers would be regarded as property. It is
best to obtain prior approval from the office of the Com-
missioner for Securities for each commercial paper issue
so as to assure that an invitation to buy commercial paper
would not be regarded as making investment invitations in
respect of property other than securities.
15(c) Companies Ordinance
If the issue is by way of promissory notes, it might fall
within this ordinance's definition. The ordinance requires
any company which makes an offer to the public to purchase
debentures to issue a prospectus according to the ordinance's
disclosure and registration requirements. The company's
directors will also be subjected to personal liability if
the prospectus contains any material ommission or misleading
statements.
This ordinance has thus prompted many companies to issue
bills of exchange instead of promissory notes because it is
unlikely that bills of exchange will be regarded as debent-
ures. This also explains why Hong Kong's practice deviates
from that of the United States or the Euronote market which
usually takes the form of promissory notes.
(d) Deposit-Taking Companies Ordinance
In the past, commercial paper issues were widely regarded
as being technically in breach of the Deposit-Taking Companies
Ordinance. Section Six of the ordinance states: "No business
of taking deposits shall be carried on except by a company
which is:
(a) a registered deposit-taking company or
(b) a licensed deposit-taking company."
Hence, whenever there was a new issue, an official
exemption had to be obtained from the Financial Secretary
which would also be gazzeted.
However, in December 1984, the Monetary Affairs Branch
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announced that companies may now go ahead without seeking
specific permission from the Financial Secretary and this
will not be construed as a contravention to the Deposit-
Taking Companies Ordinance.
(e) Inland Revenue Ordinance
(i) Interest Tax (Note 4)
According to current legislation, an interest payment to
any person except licensed banks, licensed money lenders and
corporations carrying on trade or business in Hong Kong will
be subjected to withholding tax at a flat rate of 10%.
Section Twenty-nine of the ordinance requires the payer of
the interest to withhold the tax upon payment and account
to the Government as interest tax. The interest tax will
only be levied on interest arising in or deriving from
Hong Kong.
Disputes might arise if an issue takes the form of
promissory notes issued at a discount. The ordinance only
encompasses interest on notes but not discounts. The legal
profession advises that the discount will not be construed
as interest. However, it is not surprising that the
Inland Revenue Department will not share this view but
treats the discount as interest described in a different
way.
If such disputes arise in future, they may lead to a
revision of the law.
17;ii) Profits Tax (Note 5)
(a) Taxable Profits
Gains or profits arising or received from Hong Kong
from the sale or disposal or redemption on maturity or
presentment of a certificate of deposits or a bill of
exchange will be charged under profits tax if the seller
carries on any trade, profession or business in Hong
Kong and satisfies the operation test (place of purchase
or sale).
In the case of a promissory note, the interest
element will be taxed. If it is issued at a discount,
the same dispute as stated above arises.- For a second-
ary market profit, it will be taxable only if the holder
is regarded as a dealer in commercial paper (whether
the promissory note is discounted or interest bearing)
because then the profits concerned are arising in or
derived.-from some trade, profession or business in Hong
Kong. The term dealer here refers to those who
frequently trade in such instruments over a considerable
period of time.
(b) Allowable Deduction (Note 6)
Deductions are granted in respect of all outgoings
and expenses or interest on any money borrowed to the
extent to which they are incurred for the production of
profits. Interest cost in this sense (if not for capital
purpose) can be deducted from taxable income.
However, discount is not regarded as interest under
18
here and the company may have to claim it as outgoings
or expenses incurred for the purpose of raising funds




OPINIONS ON THE PROSPECT AND FUTURE GROWTH OF THE
COMMERCIAL PAPER MARKET IN HONG KONG
In order to gain a better understanding and insight of
the market, I have collected some representative bankers'
opinions. A summary of their opinions is given below and are
grouped in three different areas - Primary Market (Note 7),
Secondary Market (Note 8) and Outlook.
Primary Market
All bankers believe that the following are the critical
factors that determine the sucess of an issue:
(1) Name of the issuer - well-known and having the underwriters'
confidence (e.g. Mass Transit Railway
Corporation)
(2) Credit-worthiness
(3) Financial market condition - tight or loose?
(4) Competitors - existing outstanding commercial paper in the
market
(5) Investor appetite - familiarity with the issuer; special
preference for certain industry
(6) Competitive pricing
(7) Asset size of the issuer
(8) Quality of management
20(9) Trend of earnings and cash flow
(10) Availability of other sources of borrowing
(11) Market condition of the issuer's business
Most of the corporations that possess such good quality
might regard direct placement lines (short term credit lines
from bankers) as the cheapest way of raising funds unless they
can place the paper directly (direct contact between issuer and
investor, no middle-man involved) or through a tender panel
which allow them to save the underwriting cost. In fact, there
is no definite single cheapest method of raising funds for a
company. It depends on the maturity and the preferred repay-
ment pattern for matching cash inflow by the company. If funds
are needed for financing a long-term project, the syndicated-
loan would be the better method. If the company wants to
diversify its funding source and to enjoy a cheaper rate,
commercial paper would then be the right choice, expecially for
the company's day-to-day working capital needs. But in order
to avoid the financial market being saturated with one company's
name, the borrowers have to carefully strike a balance between
different sources so as to obtain the cheapest funds.
For banks, most of them prefer commercial paper because
it is a tradeable instrument and there is a secondary market
which provides flexibility and liquidity to the banks' balance
sheets. They move away from the syndicated-loan market because
in a syndicated-loan, banks have to bear a higher risk( a long-
term borrowing). In addition, the selling of a syndicated-loan
is a very complicated task.
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A minority of banks said that they had no special prefer-
ence as long as their involvement would earn a fair return for
them which would be commensurate with the risk borne.
Bankers perceive that they are responsible for guarantee-
ing funds available for issuers whenever they have such a need.
They will advise their clients on the current market condition,
interest rate trend, the cheapest means of raising funds for a
particular usage and the maturity structure.
In practice, bankers enjoy a lot of benefits by parti-
cipating in the commercial paper market both in quantifiable
returns and market reputation. These are:
(1) Profit - the fee/spread earned is higher than what they
can earn through the interbank market.
- publicity of the investment arrangements promotes
the bank's name and in turn promotes the bank's
present and future profits.
(2) Liquidity of their portfolio - commercial paper is a trade-
able asset.
(3) Promote the bank's name as an innovative, sophisticated
lender.
(4) Maintain relationship with the bankers and the issuers
- if a bank is familiar with arranging such an issue, the
potential issuers will have confidence in it. Most
probably the bank will also be the manager for potent-
ial issues. Therefore, other inexperienced banks will
have to depend on this bank for business.
(5) Serve clients better- advise investors in diversifying
investments and hence reinforce
22
the relationship.
(6) Obtain a better feel of the market - know how to price,
where/when to place
paper, who are the major
player.
(7) Promote market - by encouraging trading activities,
banks do not have to hold the asset
until maturity.
Concerning the market development, though the government
had just announced that companies no longer have to apply for
exemption from Section Six of the Deposit-Taking Companies
Ordinance, all bankers think that this is not a major break-
through and will not substantially enhance the growth of the
commercial paper market. Nevertheless, they agree that this
simplifies the whole process and reduces the paper work
involved.
They also think that the introduction of new capital
instruments (Floating Rate Notes, Commercial Paper etc.) has
brought a downturn in the syndicated-loan market worldwide.
However, in Hong Kong's case, the commercial paper market
has not grown at the expense of the syndicated-loan market.
The syndicated-loan market is on a downtrend because its
major participants were property companies. Following the
property slump and the slackened loan demand in the past two
years, banks tend to be risk-averse and would rather accept a
lower return asset which bears a lower risk.
As there is a trend for borrowers to move to more
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sophisticated borrowing means, most bankers believe that the
present practice of having underwriters is essential for the
development stage and that this will gradually vanish because
the issuers will like to save the underwriting fee when their
name and papers are widely accepted by the market. Three
bankers disagree with this because they think the Asian borrow-
ers are generally insecure about their own credit rating. If
there is no underwriting provision, there will be neither the
guarantee of funds now the maximum cost. In such case, they
will employ commercial paper only as a standby facility.
Viewing the decreasing spread earned by banks in the
past years, most bankers conceive that spreads will further
decline in 1985 because:
(1) keen competition among bankers - banks are not willing
to lend to the syndicated
loan market which has been
their major outlet of funds
in the past
(2) few issuers - only a limited number of companies have the
acceptable credit standing
(3) not all good companies need to borrow money
(4) financial market condition - loose.
But four of them said no. They think the spread has
already reached the minimum. They also consider that the
competition among banks is not as keen as that of the United
States commercial paper market or the Euronote market. Besides,
they state that the spread declined in the previous period just
24because the market was quiet at that time (few issues).
Many of them also consider the possibility of having
professional dealers (Note 9) to be almost zero. This is
because the local market is too small, which makes it unecon
omical for them to spend time and resources in building a
distribution network for Hong Kong. Besides, their local
connection is not so good as that of the banks and they have
no access to the cheapest way of funding (deposits in banks).
Some forecast that when the market grows there will be
professional dealers in three to five years' time. All bankers
agree that we already have some active bankers in this market
which will enhance the development of the secondary market and
they have apparently taken the role of a professional dealer.
The quoted active participants are:
Schroder Asia Limited
Jardine Fleming Company Limited
Wardley Limited
East Asia Warburg Ltd.
Manufacturer Hanover Asia Limited
Barclays Asia Limited
Paribas Asia Limited
As for their desire of expanding the market to a
retail one (Note 10), many said no. It is too costly and the
issuers would not welcome it because most probably they would
have to bear this cost. The cost elements include:
(1) printing cost of the. security documents - though Hong
Kong has no specification/regulation in respect of print-
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ing material, banks still follow the United Kingdom's practice
in using a particular type of paper with special quality and
size which is very expensive
(2) increase in transaction cost
(3) banks have to hire extra personnel to look after the settle-
ment.
For the others who support the statement, they said that
this is an ideal development. The retail market. can push up the.
demand for paper and strengthen the underwriting bank's confid-
ence. In this way borrowers can obtain a better price for their
paper and this will encourage them to issue more paper.
If the market is going to expand into a retail one, it
will invite more legislation for the protection of investors.
It also needs coorperation from retail banks in order to gener-
ate public's interest in the instrument (because the retail
activities deviate from merchant bank's principle activities).
Concerning the legal aspect, many of the bankers said
that the present procedure is simple. Issues are of good
quality and there has been no fraud up till now. They have a
viewpoint that only simple legislation can encourage expansion
of the market. As for protection of investors, they hold the
view that individual investors are prudent enough to assess the
risk just as they do in stock investments.
Some others regarded the legislation as outdated and
confusing. One of the key problem area is the tax issue. At
present, commercial paper is often sold at a discount and the
Inland Revenue Department is not tracing through the success-
ive trading processes. Bankers doubt whether the end-purchasers
who hold it until maturity have to bear full tax liability on
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the whole discount though they have not earned that much interest.
In fact, tax is not the only concern that will affect the
growth of the market. There are others such as:
(1) Limited number of qualified issuers
(2) No one has full knowledge of how the market behaves
(3) Potential issuers have not yet realized the benefits of
commercial paper;
(4) No rating service (Note 11) is available to provide investors
with guidelines in commercial paper investments;
(5) The disclosure of company's information is not sufficient;
(6) Major participants of the market are financial institutions
who will take same position (sell or buy) under certain
financial market conditions or interest rate trends.
Secondary Market
Many bankers said that the secondary market is not active
while a few hold an opposite viewpoint owing to the existence
of a two-page two-way price screen possessed by six to seven
banks on Reuter (Appendix 5). They also said that this can be
regarded as active in respect of such a development stage of the
commercial paper market in Hong Kong.
There are two factors which stand in the way of the growth
of the secondary market. They are:
(1) The commitment of banks are not strong - banks do not want
to buy back the papers;
(2) Some banks only aim at buying the commercial paper as a
permanent investment and are not going to trade it.
But the bankers all agree that it is desirable to have an
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active secondary market. The reason is that commercial paper is
preferred by both the issuers, the bankers and the end-purchasers
because of its liquidity. If there is no secondary market, the
number of participants will surely reduce. Besides, if trading
activities increase due to increasing demand, it strengthens the
investors' confidence that they can resell the papers whenever
they want to and this in turn promotes demand and attracts the
borrowers to use this low-cost instrument.
Concerning factors that could enhance the development of
the secondary market, many bankers believe that the introduction
of a rating system and a clearing system can help because these
allow more issuers to participate in the market and so not con-
fining the market to only a few large players also, the clearing
system can then handle the settlement procedures and hence smooth-
ing the transfer process.
However, they all said that the present volume is too
small to warrant a separate clearing system. Some of them suggest
that the clearing system can be established for both the certi-
ficates of deposit and the commercial papers. The best operator
of the system would either be a consortium of active participants
of the market or any banks/financial institutions which are
experienced in managing such a system.
A few said that all bankers in Hong Kong already know
who are qualified for issuing commercial paper, so the rating
service is not necessary. Besides, rating will increase the
borrowing cost of the issuer who will certainly dislike such
requirement.
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Regarding their activities in the secondary market, many
of them have purchased commercial paper and kept them in their
portfolio because:
(1) the instrument is flexible;
(2) commercial paper is a low risk-bearing asset;
(3) they are in need of Hong Kong Dollar asset;
(4) the interest earned is higher than HIBOR:
(5) speculation - if they forecast that the interest rate will
decline in the coming months, they will now lend
at a fixed rate (buy commercial paper) and plan
to borrow in future at a cheaper rate;
(6) diversification of their assets;
(7) it is their responsibility to take up unsubscribed commercial
paper if they are the underwriters or if they are the success-
ful bidders.
Many banks only involve in trading commercial paper because
either they have a small portfolio which cannot support its involve-
ment in any underwriting activities, or they do not want to tie up
their credit limit with respect to a particular borrower.
The major end-purchasers of commercial paper can be classi-
fied as follows:
(1) the banks/deposit-taking companies
(2) the well-off corporations/multinational corporations that have
high Hong Kong Dollar cash surplus
(3) the wealthy individuals
(4) the investment fund
As for the feasibility of quoting commercial paper in the
29stock exchange, bankers said it is not feasible. The supporting
reasons are:
(1) Commercial paper is not the right instrument to be quoted in
the stock exchange - because same issuer may have several
commercial paper issues of different maturity and price
placed in the market during the same period, this makes the
listing complicated. Besides, its short tenor and re-issuable
nature further increases its complexity.
(2) Target of the stock exchange investors are different from
that of the commercial paper investors.
(3) This will encourage arbitrage.
(4) Pricing is difficult- because money market instruments need
expertise to monitor the rates.
(5) The issuer will then be under strict ruling (e.g. offering of
prospectus) which will increase their borrowing cost.
Outlook
An Issuing Centre of the Asia-Pacific Region
Recently many companies especially those Australian comp-
anies come to Hong Kong to syndicate their commercial paper issues.
Offshore funding in such a way can discharge them from withholding
tax liability. They can also employ the expertise and experience
of the prestigious bankers in Hong Kong. It is because of Hong
Kong's huge market presence (many prestigious banks are located
in Hong Kong) and our well-developed infrastructure that attracts
the foreign companies. However, their issues are still confined
to the U.S. Dollar-denominated commercial papers.
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Some think that this will have a positive effect on Hong
Kong Dollar commercial paper market development. Its publicity
serves to educate the bankers and the corporations about this
instrument, and enhance the market awareness. But some said that
this has no effect on Hong Kong Dollar commercial paper because
the two are denominated in different currencies and are of
different nature (for Hong Kong, commercial paper is usually in
the.form of a bill of exchange while in the United States and the
Euronote market, it takes the form of a promissory note).
The Reaction of Commercial Banks
As what has happened in the United States, commercial
banks would likely dislike the growth of the commercial paper
market because this brings in 'disintermediation'- the borrowers
can approach investors directly without having banks as intermed-
iaries. However, this development is a natural market movement,
we do not think they will interfere such growth even if they can.
Many big commercial banks in fact allowed their merchant banking
arms to actively participate in the market.
The Revision of Asset Components
Many Central Banks of other foreign countries (especially
that of United Kingdom) are now concerned with the substantial
growth of the commercial paper market and are aware of banks'
over-exposure in this market. The present practice does not
count contingent liability to be a liability. The underwriting
commitment which is a type of contingent liability, does not
fall into the balance sheets of banks and does not affect their
31gearing ratio. So banks are willing to accept a low_-_under.writing
fee. However, if the accounting policy changes, this would
certainly push the underwriting fee high in order for banks them-
selves to maintain a fair return commensurated with the risk borne.
This will lift up borrower's cost and it certainly would not be
welcomed by the borrowers.
In this situation, the American or British banks will not
be as competitive as the Japanese banks in tendering because
Japanese banks are rated by asset size while American or British
banks are rated by return on asset. As American or British banks
tend to trade commercial paper rather than holding it as an asset,
it cannot tender at a competitive bid as Japanese banks do,
otherwise, they might not be able to sell the paper and earn a
spread.
The Evolution of Continuous Tender Panel (CTP)
In the Euronote market, there are three principal methods
of placing a revolving underwriting facility (RUF) and each method
has its disadvantages. A new method, a compromise- the Continuous
Tender Panel was used for the first time in a US$100 million RUF
for Malayan Banking Berhad, and has just been used again in a
RUF for Transportes Aereos Portugueses. This may displace the
three established methods- the Multiple Placing Agency, the Sole
Placing Agency and the ordinary Tender Panel.
A CTP manager allots CTP paper on a continuous basis.
For each CTP tranche offering period, the managing underwriters
will form an exclusive CTP,-which will be in continuous session
until the tranche has been fully subscribed. The tranche will
be sold by any combination of the following:
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offering yield
(2) Sales by the CTP manager to its own investor clients, also at
the strike offering yield
(3) At the full contracted yield level, by pro rata allocations
to the underwriters of any paper remaining unsold through
(1) and (2).
Throughout the offering period, until full subscription,
the CTP manager will advise any panel members of the offering
yield it is quoting, from time to time, to its investor clients.
This is the strike offering yield.
Subject to availability, the CTP manager will satisfy
tenders from panel members who tender at or below this yield.
Such tenders will automatically be satisfied for amounts up to
the amount of the underwriter's pro rata underwriting commit-
ment on the tranche. Any such sale to an underwriter will
count against the underwriter's pro rata commitment on each
tranche.
Protection, without purchase obligation, may be tempor-
arily given to a CTP member on the amount of a particular tender.
This would effectively freeze the strike offering yield for the
period during which the panel member can offer the paper firmly,
without risk, to its investing clients.
For the issuer, the CTP has the benefit of having an
orderly and controlled distribution.
For the underwriters, the benefits are many. The strike
offering yield provides a realistic basis for panel members'
discussions with their investor clients. If the clients are
interested, the panel member may secure protection from the CTP
manager while confirming the sale. This reduces the waste of
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effort inherent in the conventional panel method.
As underwriters, the panel members will all benefit from




After the above analysis of the market development and
market outlook, it appears that there are still a lot of potential
issuers who have not realized the benefit of commercial paper. So
banks need to spend time to educate them. Some of the potential
issuers would be the utilities companies and the Kowloon Canton
Railway Corporation.
To attract more borrowers to tap this market, it will be
good for other not so big corporations to have backing credit lines
through which banks provide support and investors can buy the
papers based on the confidence in the supporting banks instead of
the sole reliance on the corporation's credit standing. But of
course this will add cost to the issuer.
Introduction of a rating system and amendment of the exist-
ing legislation may also be important in enhancing the growth of
the market because it provides investment information and pro-
tection to the individual investors. These facilitate the market
demand. The degree of necessity of having a rating system will be
affected by how good the backing lines work. If the backing lines
are widely accepted, it may not be justified to incur higher cost
by employing the rating service.
In the coming f uture, we can foresee that the competition
among banks is severe and the margin might probably further be
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squeezed which may help the market development. However, the
Foreign Central Banks' change in bank supervision method in respect
of commercial papers mentioned above might boost the underwriting
fee. This will discourage foreign banks from underwriting
activities (because they will regard it unjustified to earn so low
a return while boosting the gearing ratio) and drive them to con-
centrate on trading activities. Whether any Central Bank will
take action is still a myth, so we have to wait and see.
To prepare for the worst, though some foreign bank regul-
atory bodies might revise the accounting treatment of contingent
liability, I think this could adversely affect the market only
for a short period of time because of the quick response/adjustment
of the bankers here. Besides, it is not bad to have local banks
or some other unaffected foreign banks to engage in underwriting
activities and let others to do the trading. This helps banks to
specialize in different activities and to efficiently utilize its
resources.
As the third largest financial centre in the world, Hong
Kong does enjoy regional and geographical importance. The presence
of prestigious banks and the entrepreneurial efforts of many banks
might encourage more U.S. Dollar issues made by companies based in
the Asia-Pacific region in the coming years and a wide range of
money market instruments will be traded within the region.
There will be a lot more issuers coming into the market
because banks are enthusiastic in marketing the instrument. With
an increased volume, this provides investors with more choice of
maturity and industry and push up the demand for the papers.
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These may in turn strengthen the underwriting banks' confidence and
encourage corporations to employ this borrowing method.
I will conclude that the future growth of the primary
market is bright and it will proceed cautiously. As for the second-
ary market, owing to the present small size, it is expected to grow
gradually but slowly. Just like the syndicated loan market, Hong
Kong also has the potential of becoming an issuing and trading
centre of commercial papers for companies in the Asia-Pacific region.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
(1) Syndicate - to have an associate of banks underwriting/tendering
for the commercial paper issue.
(2) Bill of exchange - an unconditional order in writing, addressed
by one person to another, signed by the person
giving it, requiring the person to whom it is
addressed to pay on demand, or at a fixed or
determinable future time, a sum certain in
money, to, or to the order of a specified
person, or to bearer.
3) Underwriting - (i) The entire process of issuing new corporate
securities.
(ii)The insurance function of bearing the risk of
adverse price fluctuations during the period
in which a new issue of securities is being
distributed.
4) Chapter 112, The Inland Revenue Ordinance, Part V - Interest
Tax.
Section 28:
(1) Interest tax shall, subject to the provisions of this
Ordinance, be charged for each year of assessment at the
standard rate on the recipient of any sum paid or credited
to him in that year being-
(a) interest arising in or deriving from the Colony on any
debenture, mortgage, bill of sale, deposit, loan, advance
38or other indebtedness whether evidenced in writing or not
(b) that part of an annuity payable in the Colony computed and
deemed to be interest chargeable to interest tax under the
provisions of rule 6 of the Inland Revenue Rules the
amount (which shall for the purposes of this part be
deemed to be interest) by which any proceeds arising in or
derived from the Colony on the redemption on maturity or
presentment of a certificate of deposit or bill of
exchange exceeds the total sum received or credited, on
the first sale or other disposal thereof, by or to the
person who issued the certificate or drew or accepted
the bill Provided that -
(i) where the first sale or other disposal of the certi-
ficate or bill is to an associated corporation, the
sum to be taken into account for the purposes of this
paragraph as so received or credited shall be the sum
received by or credited to that or any other associated
corporation on the first sale or other disposal there-
of to a person not associated within the meaning of
subsection (3) with the person who issued the certi-
ficate or drew or accepted the bill
(ii) in the case of a certificate of deposit or bill of
exchange issued or drawn on or before 31 March 1981,
this paragraph shall apply as if for any reference
to a sum received or credited on the first sale or
other disposal thereof there were substituted a
reference to such amount as the Commissioner may
consider such certificate of deposit or bill of
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exchange would have realized if it had been sold in the
open market at the close of business on 31 March 1981 and
Provided that there shall be exempt from interest tax-
(a) any interest paid or payable by Government, a bank licensed
under the Banking Ordinance, or a public utility company
specified in the Third Schedule which accrues at such rate
or rates, not exceeding 9 1/4 per cent per annum, as the
Financial Secretary may specify by notice in the Gazette
in respect of all or any of the above classes;
(b) any interest paid or payable to a bank licensed under the
Banking Ordinance or to a corporation carrying on trade or
business in the Colony or to the Government;
(c) any interest paid or payable on a Tax Reserve Certificate
issued by the Commissioner;
(d) any interest paid or payable to any person carrying on
business in the Colony as a pawnbroker within the meaning
of, and licensed in accordance with the provisions. of, the
Pawnbrokers Ordinance or as a money-lender within the mean-
ing of, and registered in accordance with the provision of,
the Money-lenders Ordinance where such interest is paid or
payable to him in the ordinary course of his business as a
pawnbroker or money-lender;
(e) any interest paid or payable on a government bond issued
under the Loans (Government Bonds) Ordinance.
Section 29:
(1) Where a person in the Colony pays or credits to any other
person a sum being interest chargeable with interest tax
under Section 28, he shall, at the time he makes the payment
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or credit and notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary
whether made before or after the passing of this Ordinance, make
a deduction from such sum of interest tax as determined in accord-
ance with Section 28.
(5) Part IV - Profits Tax
Section 14 - Taxable Profits:
Subject to the provisions of this Ordinance, profits tax shall
be charged for each year of assessment at the standard rate on
every person carrying on a trade, profession or business in the
Colony in respect of his assessable profits arising in or derived
from the Colony for that year from such trade, profession or
business (excluding profits arising from the sale of capital
assets).
(6) Part IV - Profits Tax
Section 16 - Allowable Deductions:
(1) In ascertaining the profits in respect of which a person is
chargeable to tax under this Part for any year of assessment
there shall be deducted all outgoings and expenses to the
extent to which they are incurred during the basis period for
that year of assessment by such person in the production of
profits in respect of which he is chargeable to tax under
this Part for any period, including -
(a) sums payable by such person by way of interest upon any
money borrowed by him for the purpose of producing such
profits, and sums payable by such person by way of legal
fees, procuration fees, stamp duties and other expenses
in connexion with such borrowing.
(7) Primary Market - the securities market in which commercial papers
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are initially sold.
(8) Secondary Market - the securities market in which commercial papers
are subsequently traded.
(9) Professional Dealers - active and large dealers in money market
obligations and in a broad range of inter-
mediate and longer dated investment secur-
ities. They usually have a large distri-
bution network. Popular dealers in the
United States are Salomon Brothers and
Goldman Sachs Co.
10)Retail Market - denomination of the instrument will be small
such that even individual investors can afford
to buy it.
11)Rating System - In the United States, commercial paper ratings
are provided by Moody's, Standard Poor's, and
Fitch to indicate the credit-worthiness of the
issuing company. The criteria used by the rating
agencies differ to some extent, but generally
cover the same quantitative and qualitative factors.
Each rating agency has several levels of ratings,
however, only those issuers which receive ratings
in the highest level can hope to be accepted by
the investor in the market place. Standard Poor's
lists ratings of A,B,C and D, with the sub-
categorization of the A level ratings into A-1,
A-2 and A-3. Moody's has two levels of ratings.
Their highest quality ratings are classified as
Prime and sub-categorized as P-l, P-2 or P-3.
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Information required for commercial paper rating
are:
(i) A complete set of financial statement for
the past five years;
(ii) A schedule of current long-term debt matur-
ities;
(iii) Reason for issuing commercial paper and
where the proceeds of the paper are to be
applied;
(iv) Alternative sources of credit, such as
bank lines of credit, which are available
on short-term notice in amounts sufficient
to cover its obligation;
(v) Company liquidity as expressed by the
company's sources and applications of cash,




COMMERCIAL PAPER ISSUES SINCE 1978HKf)
Denomination Maturities
Issuer Amount of Bills/Notes Date(days) Managed by
Mass Transit 500m. $100,000 90, 180 360 6.1978 Barclays, JF, BNP, ManHan, APCO, SHKRailway Corp $500,000 Finance. LBI Finance(Bills of Exchange)
100.SHK Properties $100,000 30, 90 180 12.1981 Barclays Asia(Bills of Exchange) $500.000
SHK Securities 200m. $500,000 30, 60 90 7.1982 Banque Paribas
(Notes) $1,000.000
MTRC 2m N.A 30, 60 90 9.1982 Wardley(Bills of Exchange)
MTRC 600m $1,000,000 90 7.1983 Barclays, Hang Seng, HSBC(Bills of Exchange)
MTRC 300m. $1,000,000 90 10.1983 Citicorp, Lloyds Bank, Schroders,(Bills of Exchange)
Sumitomo Finance





Amount Date Managed byof Bills/NotesIssuer (days)
2.1984 JF, China Development Finance, Citicorp,Jardine, Matheson 300m. 30, 60 90$500,000
East Asia Warburg, Lloyds Bank, ManHan,Co., Ltd.
Schroders, Wardley(Bills of Exchange)
2.1984 Schroders, Citicorp, ManHan, SumitomoKowloon Electric- 250ma 30, 60 90$1,000,000
Financeity Supply Co. Ltd.
(Bills of Exchange)
BT Asia,Lloyds Bank, Paribas Asia, SanwaN.A. 8.1984MTRC 800m. 60 90
(Bills of Exchange) Finance,Schroders, Sumitomo Finance
Security Pacific 500m. Paribas Asia, Chase Asia, ManHan, BT Asia,30, 60, 90 12.1984$500,000
180HK Holding Ltd. Schroders, Kleinwort Benson
(Bills of Exchange)
The HK Land Co., 200m. 12.1984 ManHan, BT Asia, Chemical Asia, Daiwa30, 60 90$500,000
Ltd. Overseas Finance, Hang Seng, Sumitomo




BA Asia Limited - Mr. Sunny Lui, Vice President
Chase Manhattan Asia Limited - Ms. Amy Braben, Executive Director
- Ms. Peggy Yeung, Assistant Manager
Citicorp International Limited - Mr. Willy Lim, Manager
East Asia Warburg Ltd. - Mr. Aubrey Li, Executive Director
Grindlays Asia Limited - Mr. Jeremy Parrish, Manager
Jardine Fleming Company Limited - Mr. Paul Cheung, Assistant Director
Lloyds Bank International Limited - Mr. Peter M. Pantlin, Manager
Manufacturers Hanover Asia, Limited - Mrs. Michelle Chang, Manager
Morgan Guaranty Ltd. - Mr. Lionel Kwok
Paribas Asia Limited - Mr. Adrian Fung, Manager
Schroders Asia Limited - Mr. Karl M. Hurst, Assistant Director
- Mr. Dennis Kwok
Sumitomo Finance (Asia) Ltd. - Mr. Takashi Yoshioka, Manager
- Mr. Edwin Wu
Wardley Limited - Mr. Michael Tang, Senior Manager
Remarks: The opinion given by the above interviewees only repre-
sented their personal views and may not necessarily





1. What do you think is the cheapest mean of raising short-term
(e.g. 1 year) fund (say, HK$50m.) for the borrower (say,MTRC)?
a) Direct short-term placement lines from its bankers
b) Syndicated loan c) Commercial paper
2. Please rate the following according to its importance in deter-
mination of the successfulness of a commercial paper issue.
a) Asset size b) Quality of management c) Financial condition
c) Trend of earnings cosh flow e) Availability of other borrow-
f) Market condition of the issuer's ing means
business
3. If there is no underwriting provision, (say, on a best effort basis)
would you think the present commercial paper issuers would still
choose commercial paper as their short-term borrowing means?
a) Yes b) No
4. Which means listed below do you prefer to lend your money with?
a) Direct money market placement line
b) Syndicated loan
c) Commercial paper
5. In view of the keen competition among the banks, do you think the
spread or fee earned from commercial paper issuance will decrease
in 1985 for the existing issuers?
a) Yes
b) No, because the present fee/spread has already reached minimum
c) No, because we will not have any new competitors
6. Do you think that the commercial paper market's growth is at




7. What is the possibility of having professional dealer (e.g.
Salomon Brothers in U.S.A.) in future in Hong Kong's commercial
paper market?
a) Will never develop
b) Will develop in the immediate future
c) Will develop within 3-5 years
d) Will develop after 5 years
e) Others,
8. In the light of that exemption from Section 6 of the DTC Ordinance
is not required, do you think the commercial paper development
will be enhanced accordingly?
a) Yes b) No
9. Do you think the existing legislation on commercial paper issuance
are sufficient to enhance development of the commercial paper
market?
a) Yes
b) No, existing legislation is too much
c) No, existing legislation is not sufficient to protect the
parties involved
10. It seems that the commercial paper market is being confined to




11. The brochures of commercial paper generally give a detailed
account of interest tax on commercial paper, do you think the




12. Why do foreign companies come to Hong Kong to issue their foreign
dollar commercial paper? Would this affect the growth of the
Hong Kong Dollar commercial paper market?
13. What are the benefits you think you could get in involving in
commercial paper issuance?
14. Do you think the major commercial banks in Hong Kong will try




1. Do you think the secondary market is active or not?
a) Yes
b) No
2. Do you prefer to have commercial paper in your own portfolio?
a) Yes
b) No
3. Investment in commercial paper is not preferred because (check
those reasons which are most important):
a) There are sufficient direct-lending opportunities at most
attractive interest rates
b) As compared with other short-term instruments, commercial
paper is relatively illiquid, because there is no well-
established secondary market
c) Commercial paper issuers usually had large credit-line with
us and legal lending limits usually prevent us from buying
their paper
d) Others,
4. Do you buy commercial paper for the account of your customers?
a) Yes, for correspondent banks
b) Yes, for nonbank customers
c) No, but we arrange such purchases through our correspondents
d) No, we generally are not asked to perform services of this nature
5. What factors are most important in influencing your decision
to buy commercial paper?
a) The commercial paper rate is attractive
b) Allows diversificaion of loans by industry
c) Can be obtained in exact amount and with exact maturity desired
d) Provides a temporary outlet for funds
e) Others,
6. What of the following are the major end-purchasers of commercial
paper?
a) Commercial banks b) Investment funds
c) Other DTCs d) Public quoted companies
e) Wealthy individuals
7. Do you think the introduction of a clearing system (e.g. like
Euroclear) will enhance the development of the secondary market?
a) Yes
b) No
8. Do you think the existing trading volume of commercial paper





9. Do you think the introduction of the rating system will enhance
the development of the secondary market?
a) Yes
b) No
10. In respect of Question (8) above, which party do you think is
the best operator of the clearing system?
a) The Hong Kong Government
b) The Hong Kong Shanghai Bank
c) HKAB/The Association of DTCs
d) A private company







In response to your invitation to tender in respect of
HK$ *() face amount of *() month (a separate
form of tender should be used for papers of differing maturity
periods) papers proposed to be issued by XYZ Co. on *()
198()* we hereby irrevocably tender for up to HK$ *()
face amount of such papers comprising() papers in a
denomination of HK$() each at (HIBOR (plus/minus)()
per cent per annum.).
If this tender is accepted in whole or in part we agree
to purchase a face amount of paper equal to the face amount of
such paper in respect of which out tender is accepted.
Delivery Instructions: *Please make our papers available to
(). *We shall arrange for collection of our papers
from your offices.
delete and/or complete as appropriate.
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APPENDIX 5
EXAMPLE OF TWO-WAY PRICE
SCREEN ON REUTER
Bid Offer RateMaturityCurrencyName of Issuer
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